
Installation Manual

Mini Swing
Away Laterals 

for the

Invacare-Matrx 
Mini Back 

(model #: SAHMINI)

DEALER: This manual contains installation & adjustment instructions specific to

Motion Concepts Mini Swing-Away Laterals. This Manual MUST be given to

the user of the product.

BEFORE using this product, please read through the instructions carefully

and save for future reference.
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If you have any questions or concerns during the installation of the Mini
Swing-Away Laterals, please contact our Technical Sevice Department
for assistance:

Canada: 800-680-4191     USA: 888-433-6818

Installation Overview: Mini Swing-Away Lateral (SAHMINI)

T-Nut (M5)

Flat

Washer

Button Socket

Cap Screw 

(M5 x 10mm)

1 Prior to installation, the outer cover must be removed from the Matrx

Mini back shell.  To remove, disengage the bottom* of the cover from

the hook & loop fasteners and pull cover away from the back shell.

(*The upper portion of the cover can remain attached)
2  Working on one side of the back shell, align the vertical slots in the

lateral mounting bracket with the horizontal slots in the back shell and

loosely install the bracket onto the inside of the back shell using the

hardware provided (see Installation Overview above).

3 Loosely install the remaining lateral mounting bracket on the opposite

side of the back shell.

4 Install the Lateral Pads (x2) (sold separately) onto the lateral pad

mounting plates using the hardware provided. 

5 Adjust each lateral bracket to the desired position (width and height),

on the back shell, then fully tighten the mounting hardware. 

(note: The position of the lateral pad can also be adjusted to the
desired depth/angle on each mounting plate) 

6 With both Mini Laterals properly installed/adjusted, re-install the outer

cover onto the back shell.

Installation Instructions:

Lateral Pad (EPAD-XS)

(sold separately)

Lateral Mounting

Bracket 

(Note: Left Lateral Assembly Shown)

Mini Lateral Installation Overview:

Lateral Pad

Mounting

Plate 



Mini Lateral Adjustments:

Mini Swing-Away Lateral (SAHMINI) Adjustments:

Lateral Mounting

Bracket

Lateral Pad

Mounting Plate 

Pad depth

adjustment 

1.5” (38mm)

width 
adjustment 1.25” (32mm)

Depress latch to release
the swing-away lateral

latch

release

Swing-Away Feature:

(pad sold separately)

height 
adjustment

2.25” (57mm)




